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ABSTRAK

Evolusi pesat teknologi dalam beberapa tahun kebelakangan ini membuat navigasi dalaman 

mungkin dengan menawarkan pelbagai teknik alternatif. Dalam kajian ini, prototaip aplikasi AR 

telefon pintar untuk navigasi dalam bangunan yang menggunakan peta beranotasi secara interaktif 

dibentangkan. Ia menentukan pengguna lokasi permulaan melalui mengimbas imej rujukan yang 

dilekatkan di lokasi tertentu. Selain itu, AR Core diggunakan dalam projek ini untuk campuran 

dunia digital dan fizikal secara lancar dengan menjajarkan jalan 3D dengan ciri-ciri dalam dunia 

sebenar melalui pengesanan tanah. Tambahan pula, aplikasi ini membantu untuk mengurangkan 

beban kerja kognitif manusia dan menjimatkan masa dengan mengemukakan maklumat yang 

relevan serta pemahaman yang lebih baik di sekitarnya. Selain itu, permohonan yang dilaksanakan 

pada telefon Android dengan Arcore dan aplikasi telah diuji di Tingkat 1, bangunan CAIS di 

UNIMAS. Akhirnya, hasilnya membuktikan aplikasi telah menyediakan platform yang baik untuk 

menunjukkan maklumat lokasi tanpa memerlukan pemasangan perkakasan dan tanpa keprluan 

wayar yang kuat.
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ABSTRACT

The rapid evolution of technology in recent years make indoor navigation possible by offering a 

variety of alternative techniques. In this research, a prototype of a mobile AR application for indoor 

navigation that using the interactive annotated map is presented. It determines the user starting 

location via scanning the reference image which placed in a specific location. Besides, AR Core 

supported device is adopted in this project to blend the digital and physical worlds seamlessly by 

aligning the appropriate 3D path with features in the real world through ground detection. 

Furthermore, this app helps to reduce the human cognitive workload and save time by presenting 

relevant information as well as a better understanding of the surrounding. Moreover, the 

application implemented on Android phone with ARCore and tested at Level 1, CAIS building in 

UNIMAS. Finally, the result proved the application provides a good platform to show the location 

information without requiring hardware installation and a strong wireless connection.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Overview 

This chapter discussed about the background of the study, problem statement, objectives, 

scope of study, definition of terms, significance of study, and research time frame.

1.2 Background of Study 

Indoor navigation is an idea of navigating the user in an indoor environment. During the 

old times, people used paper map or facility directory to see the location of object and figure out 

the route to their desired destination. Although GPS-based mapping is introduced and well known 

for precise-positioning tool, but it is only applicable for outdoor environment but not indoor 

because the signals from the satellite to determine a location are attenuated and dispersed by 

objects such as roof and wall. Besides, WIFI-based system also encountered signal attenuation due 

to the propagation effect like reflection or diffraction to the obstacles. Moreover, sensor-based 

system is an unideal solution for indoor navigation system in terms of expensive installation cost 

and support cost. As a result, an indoor navigation without the requirement of wireless technology 

and hardware installation should be implemented to overcome the problem. As a result, this 

research is conducted to design an interactive indoor navigation system through annotated map 

technique that aims to route the user without the need of internet technology and addition of 

interactive Augmented Reality to support the navigation process in more interesting way.

1
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1.3 Problem Statement 

The rapid evolution of technology in recent years offered a variety of alternative techniques 

to realize this indoor navigation field such as Wi-Fi, Bluetooth Beacons and annotated maps. WiFi- 

based positioning technology is a good alternative solution as WiFi are commonly installed in 

buildings and it can act as access point which then the data will used to calculate the current 

position by using the WiFi positioning system that installed in the mobile device (Lashkari, 

Parahizkar & Ng, 2010). However, situation such as building with weak or no WiFi connection 

might not able to work for this solution. Next, alternative technology using Bluetooth in Beacons 

to transmit the unique signals to the mobile device for further interpret and localize the device 

(Huh & Seo, 2017). It is a good indoor positioning technology, but it has some weakness like time- 

consuming and expensive as many Beacons needs to install around the building due to small range 

of coverage. As a result, interactive annotated maps as the best technique for indoor navigation 

system is proposed in this research due to cost-effective, no wireless technology required to 

position the device before navigation and further improves the user engagement and reduce 

cognitive burdens as it combines with interactive AR technology.

2
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1.4 Objective of Study

The general objective of this study is to design and implement an indoor navigation system 

by using interactive annotated map through mobile augmented reality. The specific objectives are 

listed below: 

1. Design an annotated map with point of interests. 

2. Design and implement a system information to guide the user. 

3. Design and implement an integration system to connect real world and augmented 

information. 

4. Test and validate a prototype of indoor navigation system using Mobile Augmented Reality 

1.5 Scope of Study

The study will be focus on implementation an interactive annotated map for indoor 

navigation mobile app with the combination of AR technology. Besides, the test area is CAIS 

building in UNIMAS which consists of 4 levels and the mobile application is design specifically 

for CAIS user. Moreover, the application will be develop using Mapbox in UNITY and it is 

Android based as the common CAIS user is using Android device. Lastly, information such as 3D 

model that represent type of resources and text-based visual information like labelling of the rooms 

or facilities will be display in the application as well.

3
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1.6 Definition of Terms

Table 1

Conceptual and operational definition of terms

Terms Conceptual Operational 

Indoor Navigation is a guidance to provide an In this research, indoor navigation 

Navigation optimal route from current location to a system is an indoor GPS that consists 

destination (Claussen, 1991). of navigation data and execute the 

direction information based on user 

input. 

Mobile Mobile application is an application In this study, mobile application is a 

Application software which provide similar tool that connect user to access the 

services like PC but with limited navigation data through input their 

function (Techopedia, 2018). desired point of interest in CAIS and 

direct them by displaying the pathway 

on screen. 

Augmented Augmented reality is a technology that In this research, augmented reality is 

Reality add graphics and other sensory the instantiation of information 

enhancement on top of real world at through showing the 3D virtual object, 

real time and display on electronic labelling and route. 

appliances with screen display 

(Agrawal, Kulkarni, Joshi & Tiku, 

2015).
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Annotated

Map

Annotated map is a map with some 

annotation which is a single coordinate 

point to display content like location, 

address or single point of interest 

(Apple, 2016).

In this study, annotated map is a 

technique applied in indoor navigation 

system to point and save the related 

information about the point of interest 

as annotation.

1.7 Significance of Study

This study aims to reduce the cognitive workload of a human as only the specific 

information and labelling will only display based on user's input. Besides, it also time-saving 

compared to the paper map which display all the information at once. Furthermore, through the 

interaction with Augmented Reality technology, user has better understanding to the surrounding 

and more memorable to the route path as the navigation experience is more interesting and 

engagement. Lastly, it saves cost implementation as no hardware installation is required and 

existing equipment like smartphone is used.
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1.8 Research Time Frame

FINAL YEAR PROJECT 1 ROADMAP

IDEATION

Fonnulate Research 
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-Introduce FYP 1 and reports
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CONCEPT

Draft Research Report 
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PRESENTATION
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Slides 

-Discuss the slice s structure

Figure 1. Final year project I roadmap.
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Figure 2. Final year project 2 roadmap.
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CHAPTER TWO

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Overview

Chapter two included a brief description regarding the indoor navigation system along with 

the typical positioning techniques. Furthermore, the concept of Augmented Reality is discussed 

with examples of mobile Augmented Reality on indoor navigation as well as annotated map for 

Augmented Reality.

2.2 Indoor Navigation System

Indoor navigation system is a system that provide an optimal path between starting point 

and desired destination in an indoor environment. There are two main elements in indoor 

navigation system which are an anchor with its unique location information and a positioning 

device that able to process the anchor information in order to determine its own location (Yang & 

Shao, 2015). Although many potential indoor navigation services have been provided on the 

market, but the ultimate solution is still an arguable issue in terms of accuracy, real time and cost 

effective. 

2.3 Typical Positioning Techniques

Global Positioning System. GPS is the best well-known outdoor positioning system. It 

determined the longitude, latitude and altitude of a person's position on earth through satellite (pg 

18, Olevall & Fuchs, 2017). However, the bad accuracy of detecting an indoor position is a well- 

known issue because the radio signal from satellites are blocked by the construction material like 

roof and wall (Jekabsons, Kairish & Zuravlyov, 2011).

7



WiFi-Based System. WiFi positioning is determined through the WiFi access point (APs) 

that broadcast a signal that allow the mobile device to calculate the device's current location 

(Zandbergen, 2009). Hu (2013) discussed the use of Wi-Fi based indoor positioning system in 

smartphone and pointed out that wireless network is a viable solution for indoor positioning as low 

cost required and no specialized hardware is needed to set up. However, it has some disadvantages 

such as limited coverage and the WiFi signals suffer time-correlated fading effects due to 

interference from other devices and moving objects (Zandbergen, 2009). 

Bluetooth-Based System. Bluetooth beacons has been agreed as the most accuracy 

positioning system among the others. It acts as location awareness by installing the hardware 

beacons around the building where each consists of unique location data. After that, the beacons 

message is broadcast as signal to communicate with the mobile device through Bluetooth Low 

Energy technology (Pokale et al., 2017). It has been claimed that it only consumes less battery 

power to broadcast the advertising signals but in fact the accuracy and performance of beacons 

broadcast is directly proportional to the battery power consumption. Furthermore, according to 

Olevall & Fuchs (2017), the deployment cost is expensive as the requirement of installing large 

amount of tracking devices especially for large indoor area and also the support cost like upkeep 

and replace the malfunction beacons. 

Annotated maps. The annotated map is a digital map that combine the traditional paper 

map with annotation which carried coordinate data and other location information. It serves as a 

quick overview of the current surrounding to provide spatial patterns and relation (Kraak, 2004). 

When the user is looking at the map through mobile device, it defined as cartographic interaction 

where the map provides geovisualization to support visually enabled human reasoning (Roth,

8



2013). However, it is unable to track real-time user's location as it does not integrate with 

internet technology. 

2.4 Augmented Reality 

Augmented reality is a technology that overlaying the computer graphics that registered in 

the 3D space on top of the real world, where real world is the primary place of action (Silva, 

Oliveira & Giraldi, 2003). Besides, both interact with real-time update where the movement of 

user has direct effect to the virtual element when present on the computing device's screen. It 

differs from virtual reality as it does not create a whole new artificial world, but it adds some 

virtual model to existing physical environment (Chavan, 2016). There are a few types of 

Augmented Reality as listed below: 

1. Marker-based AR. Marker-based AR is a type of AR that detect the visual marker like QR 

and 2D through camera's phone. After that, the virtual object is rendered over the marker after 

series of calculation and consider the angle and distance between mobile phone and the marker 

(Chavan, 2016). 

2. Marker-less AR. Marker-less AR or location-based AR involved location tool like GPS to 

obtain user's geographical position so that it shows relevant virtual information about the 

nearby landmark or directions of location in augmented view (Chanphearith, Santoso & Suyuto, 

2016). 

3. Projection-based AR. Projection-based AR projects the light of image to the real object which 

then human can interact with the help of sensors. The masking technique is used to align the 

projecting image with the object by tracking the object's silhouette (Lee, Kim, Heo & 

Shin, 2015).

9



4. Superimposition-based AR. Superimposition-based AR determined a cluster of markers on a 

real object in order to estimate the local coordinate based on optimization method (Argotti, 

Davis, Outters & Rolland, 2002). After obtained all the transformation matrices, process of 

stereoscopic rendering happens to replace the original image with the augmented one.

In addition to that, there are many existing development software for AR like ARToolKit, 

ARKit, ARCore and Vuforia. Lastly, the advantage of AR is it provides more "real" gaming 

experience through enhance the perception of the user and interaction. Furthermore, it also applied 

in education field where the supplementary interactive information like video and graphics make 

the learning process more interesting and easier to absorb new knowledge. 

2.5 Mobile Augmented Reality on Indoor Navigation

Rehman and Cao (2017) carried out a comparative analysis for Augmented Reality-based 

indoor navigation through handheld devices, wearable device and paper map. The real time 

location of the electronic device is determined through the 3D point cloud that previously 

determined and stored as trackable with location and navigation information. After that, Metaio 

SDK is used in the system to navigate the user by overlaying the AR information based on 3D 

point cloud such as virtual arrow as directional instruction associated with audio and text-based 

visual information. The study revealed that the digital device assists user better in navigation 

compared to paper map in terms of navigation time and workload. Furthermore, there is no 

significant difference between the use of handheld and wearable device in terms of performance 

and workload except the perceived accuracy of wearable device is slightly better but the limited 

battery resources set a drawback compared to handheld device. This can be concluded that 

handheld device is still considered as a good tool to implement the Augmented Reality-based 

indoor navigation.
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